In the Midst of Winter by Isabel Allende (Guatemala)
Conjure Women by Afia Atakora (US South)
We Ride Upon Sticks by Quan Barry (Massachusetts)
The Firekeeper's Daughter by Angeline Boulley (Sugar Island) TEEN
Days of Distraction by Alexandra Chang (NY) O
Eat a Peach by David Chang (Virginia)
Brother by David Chariandy (Maine) H
Edge Case by YZ Chin (NYC) O
Dreaming in Cuban by Cristina Garcia (Cuba)
Of Women and Salt by Gabriela Garcia (Florida) O
The Sweetness of Water by Nathan Harris (Georgia) O
The Paper Palace by Miranda Cowley Heller (Cape Cod) O
The Book of Unknown Americans by Cristina Henriquez (Mexico) O
American Love Story by Adriana Herrera (New York) H, O
Someone Knows My Name by Lawrence Hill (Nova Scotia)
Hana Khan Carries On by Uzma Jalaluddin (Ontario) O
The Love Songs of W.E.B. Dubois by Honoree Fanonne Jeffers (Georgia)
The Other Madisons by Bettye Kearse (Virginia) H
The People We Keep by Allison Larkin (New York)
Search History by Eugene Lim (New York) H
Long Live the Tribe of Fatherless Girls by Kira Madden (Florida)
The Feast of the Goat by Mario Vargas Llosa (Dominican Republic)
A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James (Jamaica)
Everything Here is Beautiful by Mira T. Lee (Ecuador)
Polar Vortex by Shani Mootoo (New York)
We Are Not Like Them by Christina Pride (Pennsylvania)
Shapes of Native Nonfiction by Various (Turtle Island)

Return this form to the Adult Reference Desk. Please feel free to choose another title that fits the UTC time zone.  H=Hoopla, O=Overdrive

Name:_______________________________________
Email________________________________________
Book Title(s) and Author(s)_______________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Number of pages read (hours if audio)_____________
Any thoughts about the book(s)?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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